
The B2B Marketers Guide 
to Content Personalization
Best Practices to Power Relevant, Content-Driven 
Experiences that Create Your Ideal Customer, 
Accelerate the Buyer’s Journey, and Turn Customers 
Into Advocates



Introduction
As a B2B marketer, you’ve likely already read about how content 
personalization increases engagement and conversions. And it’s true – 
case studies have proven that companies who provide buyers with 
personalized content that is relevant to their needs and buying stage yield 
more results from their content marketing, digital marketing, and demand 
generation than those who don’t. 

Marketers have invested in marketing automation, website, and content 
management solutions with content personalization capabilities. 
These solutions enable you to measure buyer behavior on your site so you can 
provide them with content aligned to their needs based on what you know 
or can infer about who they are and where they are in their buying journey. 
Ultimately this helps boost your buyers’ engagement with your company 
as they continue on their purchasing path.

But B2B content personalization isn’t something you can just jump right into – 
at least if you want to do it successfully. First, it requires strategic content 
planning. 

A strategic content planning approach is focused on developing content 
tuned to the needs and interests of your buyers. Taking a strategic approach 
to your content planning helps you get the most out of investments you make 
in content creation and targeting because it will ensure your content is 
relevant to your buyers and that you have the content coverage you need to 
engage and nurture all personas (buyers) in an organization (account) across 
all journey stages.

This guide provides best practices for developing a strategic content 
plan and how to use it to power content personalization that converts 
leads and increases engagement at each stage of the buying journey. 
You’ll learn:

3 Best practices for how to apply your strategic content plan to 
provide highly targeted, relevant content-driven experiences 
for your buyers via Content Personalization

2 A step-by-process for how to develop a strategic content plan 
that ensures better content creation and use of content across 
Marketing and Sales 

1 The essential elements of a strategic content plan
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How to Create a Strategic Content Plan that 
ensures better content creation and use of 
content across Marketing and Sales 

1 Three key attributes that define strategic content planning

2 The 7 steps on how to create a strategic content plan:

Steps 1–2 Create the foundational elements that will inform 
your content planning and creation

Steps 3–4 Identify where to focus your content 
planning

Steps 5–7 Brainstorm and vote on content ideas

PART 1
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To be buyer centric, you must

1 Think from your buyers’ point-of-view: You strive to understand 
the needs your buyers are seeking to fulfill and how they go 
about doing it.  Your actions (think: content, nurtures, Sales 
interactions) are aligned to their needs and journey rather 
than to your company’s internal process or checklists.

2 Be an expert in your buyers’ business challenges: 
You understand the pains your buyers are experiencing 
that drive the need for a solution like yours.

3 Support your buyers’ needs and processes in the manner they 
desire: You make it easy.  You not only understand your buyers’ 
needs and processes, but also how they prefer to fulfill them, 
such as their content preferences and interaction preferences 
at different journey stages.

Three Key Attributes That Define Strategic 
Content Planning
Creating content that powers copntent personalization begins with strategic, 
buyer-centric content planning that is aimed at satisfying the needs of buyers 
at each step of their buying journey. Whether you’re creating awareness and 
demand, nurturing leads to close, or improving the customer experience, 
relevant content is central to all of your marketing execution.  This makes 
your strategic content plan an essential element to your overall marketing 
strategy, not just your content marketing one. The following are three key 
attributes that define a strategic content plan:

Every single asset you produce should be relevant to your buyers’ needs, 
whether it’s addressing a concern of theirs, providing them with best 
practices, or aiding their decision-making. Knowing these needs informs your 
content ideation and armed with these insights, you can effectively plan and 
create content that has a specific purpose.

Strategic Content Planning is Buyer-Centric
ATTRIBUTE 1
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Your content plan must be balanced to address purchaser needs across all 
audiences and journey stages (such as discovering, choosing, and 
purchasing) rather than over-invest in one audience or stage of the journey. It 
should also be balanced to meet the various business objectives you want to 
achieve with your content assets. So, for instance, a strategic plan will have 
right mix of content aimed at demonstrating thought-leadership, developing 
the pipeline, and nurturing pipeline leads rather than too much focus in one 
area. A balanced approach across audiences, stages, and objectives will 
ensure Marketing and Sales have the content coverage they need to engage 
all buyers in all the ways they need to be engaged throughout the entire 
journey.

Your content plan must align with what your business has decided are the 
most important subject areas that your company should speak to, and it 
should reflect what your team has agreed are top priority content ideas. Your 
content plan should also ensure content is aligned to your brand. Any content 
idea or brief in the planning stage should include relevant brand standards, 
such as style guidelines and  messaging, that the asset should include or 
ahere to. This will ensure every asset your company produces, regardless of 
who’s creating it, consistently embodies your brand.

7 Steps for creating a strategic
content plan
In the following, we define the 7 steps to creating a strategic content plan 
that is buyer-centric, balanced, and aligned. These steps will ensure that your 
content team can more quickly plan and write high quality content that 
Marketing and Sales can leverage to engage all personas in an account 
throughout their entire buying journey. While this may seem like a lot, this 
process can be executed quite efficiently and with few resourses when you 
use this framework.

Planning and creating high quality, relevant content requires a deep 
understanding of who your buyers are and how they buy. That’s why in-depth 
buyer personas and journey maps will be the essential underpinnings to your 
content targeting execution.

Create the foundational elements that will inform your content planning
and creation

STEP 1: Know Your Audience and How They Buy

STEPS 1–2

Strategic Content Planning is Balanced

Strategic Content Planning is Aligned

ATTRIBUTE 2

ATTRIBUTE 3
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B2B buying typically involves a group of stakeholders, or buyers, in an 
account. Buyer personas are representations of these actual buyers 
influencing or making decisions about your solutions. Each buyer 
persona has its defining attributes, such as goals, challenges, buying role, 
buying criteria, and more. It’s what makes them unique, and that’s why 
you need to market differently to one persona versus another.

You must also know how your buyer personas  interact with each other 
on their buying journey and, individually and collectively, what their 
needs, preferences, and barriers are at each journey stage. This collective 
process represents the buyers’ journey. A journey map details the 
individual path each buyer persona will take, as well as the collective 
path that all personas in the account together will take, to solve their 
business challenges. Journey maps give you a rich understanding of how 
your buyer personas discover, learn about, and choose solutions, and 
over time how they use these solutions to overcome challenges and 
improve their business.

Journey maps and buyer personas provide rich insights to inform your 
content planning and development and help to align Marketing and Sales on 
how to best use content to support the needs of all your buyers at each stage.  
See here for how to create insightful personas and journey maps, including 
examples of each.

KEY
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Every single content asset you create must embody your brand, which is why 
it’s so critical to get your messaging right. But rather than focus on your 
features or capabilities, build your messaging around buyer value by aligning 
your messaging to your buyers’ top must-haves.  For example, rather than 
message “our product seamlessly integrates into your IT infrastructure,” state 
“you can quickly adapt to spikes in consumer demand.” Take into 
consideration your buyer personas and their journey stage needs to create 
both your overall brand messaging as well as targeted messages. By 
communicating what you enable your buyers to do, you’ll craft a brand that 
resonates with your audience, and as a result, the messaging in your content 
will be significantly more impactful.

Once you have your buyer personas, journey maps, and messaging completed, 
inventory all of your current content assets. Based on the insights you’ve gained 
from your personas and journey maps, edit or remove content that’s not 
relevant to your buyers, and also edit or remove content that’s not on brand. 

Next, map each content asset to its relevant market segment, persona, journey 
stage, journey stage need it’s addressing, business objective, and content 
format. Identify the number of assets by persona, stage, and business objective, 
and see where you under and over invested so you know where to focus your 
content planning and creation. In addition to ensuring balance, your inventory 
and content map will ensure all content is easily accessible and leveraged 
effectively across Marketing and Sales while also speeding your content 
targeting efforts.

STEP 3: Inventory, audit, and map your content

Identify where to focus your content planning
STEPS 3–4

STEP 2: Craft your messaging
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Asset Buyer 
Persona

Journey 
Stage

Business 
Objective

Content 
Format

Journey 
Stage Need

Market 
Segment/  

Line of 
Business

How to Adapt Your 
Warehouse for the 
New Multi-Channel 
Supply Chain

Small e-tailers/supply 
chain software

Camilla, Warehouse 
Manager

John, VP of Supply 
Chain

Jenny, Director of IT

Learning I need to see how other 
companies like me have 
addressed new supply 
chain demands brought 
on by direct-to-
consumer online 
shopping orders.

Pipeline Development Whitepaper



Before you begin brainstorming content, your organization (both marketers 
and subject matter experts) should identify the storylines and audience focus 
that will guide your content planning for the upcoming quarter.  A storyline 
defines the subject matter that your company will employ to establish 
thought leadership and differentiation, and raise awareness of your company 
in your industry.  It can be a subject that has already been significantly 
discussed in the industry, but that your company is offering a new take on. 
 Or, it can be something new that has not been discussed.

Audience focus is a group of people you want to particuraly target the 
majority of your content assets for. It should include a group of your buyer 
personas, but it may also include a group of influencers such as analysts and 
thought-leaders, or even a group of practitioners not in your target market 
segments but whom you would like to be a part of your community. By 
defining both your storylines and audience focus, you can ensure your 
content planning is aligned to what your organization has agreed are its top 
priorities.

A brief provides the details content producers need to 
create an asset, and it provides the information 
Marketing and Sales need in order to successfully 
leverage the content asset when it’s completed. 
Although not all content ideas will become briefs, you 
will still need to capture some details about a content 
idea that are typically found in a brief in order to

strategically decide whether to produce the asset. That’s 
why before you begin brainstorming ideas, you should 
have a brief framework in place. The following brief 
framework includes 5 essential layers of details that 
provide writers and designers (and those leveraging the 
asset) the context they need to create and use a content 
asset in a way that resonates with the target audience:

Usage
Plan

Channel(s), Promotion(s), Campaign(s), Re-purpose

Production
Details

Format, Search Terms, Targeted Messages, Production Team, Related 
Resources, Citations

Goals Revenue, Engagement, Intended Impact

Buyer
Relevance

Market Segment, Buyer Persona(s), Journey Stage, Journey Stage Need(s)

Business
Alignment

Storyline, Audience Focus, Research, Business Objective

STEP 5: Develop a Brief Framework

Brainstorm and Vote on Content Ideas
STEPS 5–7

STEP 4: Know your storylines and audience focus
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Storyline:  Tag which storyline the content asset aligns to.

Audience Focus: Identify the audience focus the content 

asset aligns to.

Research: Materials, such as existing content on this topic 

developed by competitors or others in the industry, to be 

used to guide the approach your asset takes 

conceptually.

Business Objective: A business objective is the desired 

outcome you want to achieve for your business with a 

content asset. Knowing the objective will guide the type 

of asset it should be, the type of content it should 

contain, and the approach to how it’s written.  Business 

objectives may include:

Awareness / Buzz: “Fun” content that creates 
awareness of your brand and can be great for 
social buzz.

Thought Leadership: Differentiated content that 
demonstrates your subject matter expertise.

Pipeline Development: Content created for 
buyers early in their buying journey with the aim 
to cause a sense of urgency to learn more about 
your company’s offering.

Pipeline Nurturing: Content created for buyers 
who have raised their hands in pipeline 
development and are qualified to enter the sales 
pipeline nurture. The aim of the content is to 
convert them to a sales pipeline opportunity, 
where they enter the active purchasing process 
within their buying journey.

Sales Tool: Content Sales can use to satisfy the 
needs and requirements of buyers during the 
buying process.  

Client Support: Content to help customers more 
effectively use your company's products or 
services.

Foundational: Content that is not necessarily 
differentiated but necessary to have in your 
content library.  

Layer 1: Business Alignment
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Market Segment: First determine which market 

segment(s) the asset is for, as different industries may 

have different needs or ways of talking about the same 

topic. Since market segments have their own journey 

maps, this will also let you know which journey map to 

leverage.

Buyer Persona(s): If you try to write a single content 

asset for everyone, then it will connect with no one. To 

develop relevant content, know exactly which buyers 

you’re creating a content asset for.  State which 

persona(s) within the segment the asset is being created 

for.  Each buyer persona has its defining attributes, so 

content must be created with these attributes in mind, 

and at times a content asset must be specifically created 

for a particular persona.

Journey stage: A  journey stage is a particular phase in 

the buyers’ journey that has its own name and definition 

based on the buyer’s needs, activities, mindset, and 

desired outcome at that point. Buyers will require 

different content at each journey stage to fulfill these 

needs, so make sure your brief includes which journey 

stage buyers will consume the content asset.

Journey stage need(s): A journey stage need is what the 

buyer persona requires in order to go through their 

buying process at each stage. This includes informational 

needs like understanding product capabilities, process 

requirements such as providing use case briefs, internal 

milestones such as budget approval, and political 

alignment like internal agreement on a preferred solution. 

Your brief should state the persona’s (or personas’ since a 

few can have the same need) journey needs that the 

content asset is addressing.

Layer 2: Buyer Relevance



Revenue: Results the asset generates that can or will 

influence revenue, such as number of sales accepted 

leads or customers acquired.

Engagement: Interactions such as downloads, social 

shares, clicks, etc.

Intended impact: The desired outcome of the asset’s 

business objective, such as improvement in awareness or 

SEO rankings, increased social following, or movement of 

leads through the middle of the funnel. 

Layer 3: Goals
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Format: Content formats may include whitepapers, 

ebooks, articles, webinars, infographics videos, blogs, 

case studies, sales tools, etc.

Search terms: Identify 1-3 search terms that are relevant 

to your content topic.

Targeted messages: A targeted message is a message 

developed for a specific persona at a specific journey 

stage, with the goal to increase buyer engagement by 

addressing the needs and interests the buyer likely has at 

that point. Identify the 1-3 most critical targeted 

messages your content asset should include.

Production team: Determine which resources are 

required to create the asset, such as writers, editors, and 

designers.

Related Resources: Resources, including assets and 

people, to be used in the development of the content 

asset.

Citations: Sources to be cited in the content asset.

Layer 4: Production Details

Channel(s): Identify the channels through which you are promoting a 

content asset.

Promotion(s): State how you are promoting the asset.

Campaign(s): Include which campaigns the asset will be leveraged in.

Re-purpose: List all the ways you plan to re-purpose the asset.

Layer 5: Usage Plan



An idea is the initial concept of a content asset. It can be very broad when 
initially created, and as you and your team discuss it, it should become more 
fleshed out in order to decide if it’s an idea that should continue to be 
considered. When developing your plan, you should have a library of content 
ideas.

Content ideation is typically a creative and unstructured process. Ideas or 
concepts of ideas can come at any time and from any person. But for 
marketing teams working on strategically planning content, a process to 
brainstorm content can create efficiency, guide more effective use of 
resources, and increase return on investment.

The following tried and true process can help provide the structure you and 
your colleagues need to brainstorm a multitude of content ideas that are 
relevant to your industry and audience. This approach includes three one-
hour sessions aimed at planning content for one quarter, with the first two 
sessions providing more structure to ensure you’re brainstorming essential, 
buyer-centric content assets. Of course, you can modify this process based 
on your organization’s preferences, but overall it’s an effective guide for you 
to leverage.

Note: As you document all of your content ideas throughout the three 
sessions, try to quickly capture key details from the brief framework for each 
idea, including the storyline, audience focus, buyer persona, journey stage, 
journey stage need, business objective, and content format.  If you can’t 
capture all, then you can flesh out these details after the session.  These 
details will provide more depth to an idea and give you a better 
understanding of which ideas are higher priority.

Evaluate industry content/dialogue within your identified storylines that 
already exists so you can see what’s been said and how you can differentiate 
yourself.  Read content written by top influencers (social, bloggers, and 
analysts), competitors, and industry publications.  This research can also help 
generate ideas of your own. And since few things are worse than everyone 
silently staring at a blank whiteboard, share your research insights with the 
session participants a few days before the group brainstorm. Tell them to 
come to the session with 3-4 ideas of their own. You can also ask them to 
choose a couple of their favorite content assets from the research.

Session 1: Brainstorm Content Ideas Within Storylines

STEP 6: Brainstorm Ideas

Homework Beforehand: Evaluate What Already Exists Internally and Externally 

Invite colleagues across all marketing functions and subject matter experts to 
this session. Whiteboard and document everyone’s content ideas within each 
storyline. Usually it takes just a few ideas written down to jumpstart the 
conversation. You can also discuss some of the favorite content assets from 
the research and review what you liked about them and what you think 
they’re missing.

The Session
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Evaluate your content map to Identify where you have gaps in content for 
personas and stages.  For example, you may find that you have a lot of 
content for one persona but not another, or a lot of content for the top of the 
funnel journey stages but not enough in the middle stages. This will guide 
where you need to focus your content brainstorming.

Next, evaluate your journey maps and personas. Based on content gaps, 
assess persona needs, activities, barriers, and content preferences at the 
journey stages. Also, review your persona attributes like business challenges 
and concerns. Generate content ideas based on these insights, and share all 
of this information, including the personas and maps, with the session 
participants a few days before the next session.

Session 2: Brainstorm Using Journey Maps and Buyer Personas

Homework Beforehand: Evaluate Content Map and Journey Maps and Personas
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I need to write an ROI case for the CFO. This includes how the increase in the efficiency 

and accuracy of managing and fulfilling orders with a new solution enhances customer 

relationships for better brand loyalty, and cuts internal costs associated with labor 

management, and IT downtime.

I need to be sure the solution has the capabilities necessary to solving my problem, 

which is improving the efficiency and accuracy of fulfilling direct-to-store and direct-to-

consumer orders, and quickly adapting to changing warehouse demands and systems.

I need to understand the cost of the solution.

I need to understand the value proposition of each solution.

I need to know that the solutions I’m considering are safe options to present to my team.

I need to know that vendors have helped customers like me.

Needs

John
VP of Supply 
Chain

Camilla
Warehouse 
Manager

Henry
Director of IT

Jeffrey
CEO



Once ideas are documented and tagged with key details, then as a team vote 
on which ideas will become candidates to consider as content assets.  When 
trying to decide which ideas and candidates to move forward with, try to 
keep balance in mind. Look for a balance across storylines, personas, journey 
stages, and business objectives. Also consider gaps in persona and journey 
stage coverage by evaluating your content map of completed assets. After 
you’ve narrowed down your candidates, determine which ones will become 
fully developed briefs and scheduled into the editorial calendar for 
production.

STEP 7: Vote on which ideas will become content assets

In this session, you may also want to include, in addition to Marketing and 
subject matter experts, some colleagues from Sales and Client Services.  With 
everyone armed with your journey maps, personas, audit analysis, and 
proposed ideas, whiteboard content ideas. Based on your buyer insights, 
you’ll see which ideas can be created into content assets for several personas, 
as opposed to where you need to create more targeted, specialized content 
based on critical persona differences. 

After you’ve taken a more structured approach to content brainstorming, 
promote a free flow of content ideas that don’t have any boundaries.  Be sure 
to whiteboard and document all of them.  This session should also include 
some folks from Sales and Client Services in addition to Marketing and 
subject matter experts.

If you want to bring ideas to this session, one way is to see what topics your 
buyers are searching for. Begin typing your keywords and other phrases 
relevant to your storylines and buyer insights into Google to see what phrases 
are appearing in the search bar. You can also scroll down to the bottom of a 
search results page to see other related searches. Also talk to your PR team  
for insights into hot trends they’re seeing covered in the press.

Homework Beforehand: Know Popular Searches and Hot Topics

The Session

The Session

Session 3: Brainstorm a Free Flow of Ideas
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How to apply your strategic content plan to 
provide targeted, relevant content-driven 
experiences using Content Personalization

6 Always be improving

5 Measuring success

4 Defining experience triggers

3 Mapping content to each experience

2 Content audit review and scoring by unique relevance
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1 Defining the experiences

PART 2



Persona-ize, Don’t Personalize
Personalization is all the buzz these days, and top marketers list this as a 
priority according to recent studies. "Marketers are making the delivery of 
data-driven, relevant content experiences across new and existing digital 
channels their biggest priority" says the Content Marketing Institute's Robert 
Rose in "Connecting Content Marketing Experiences." 

However, Rose goes on to say, “For marketers, there is probably no bigger 
challenge than using data to deliver more contextual or personally relevant 
content to their target consumer. ” 

The concept of personalization often conjures up visions of big brother, big 
data tactics that seem very close to privacy invasion. This is off-putting to 
many marketers and, even without the privacy issues, collecting all that data 
seems impossible. 

It's challenging to scale to thousands of “audiences of one” while keeping up 
with creating enough content to drive the experience. It can get 
overwhelming quickly. Also, the more personal an experience gets, the less 
shareable it becomes. 

So what's a marketer to do? The answer is short and sweet: persona-ize, don't 
personalize. Be relevant, not uniquely personal. Instead of focusing on ‘me’, 
focus on ‘people like me’. As much as we're unique individuals, we're also not 
that different and often have shared interests and concerns,  especially when 
we share the same roles and responsibilities. 

If you've gone through the process of defining personas as suggested above, 
you already know this. There's an economy of scale here, so use it to your 
advantage to personalize content for audiences, not individuals. 
In the end, you should be creating less, but more effective experiences.

Once you have developed your strategic content plan 
and produced content to support all of your buyer 
personas across all stages, it’s time to connect your  
content with your audiences. In the following, 
we outline a process and framework for effective 
content personalization and creating a continuum to 
lead your buyer from an anonymous visitor, to a 
satisfied customer and beyond. 
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Define the Experiences
You need to create personalized content experiences that are at-the-ready 
when buyers need them. This is why the web is the cornerstone of the digital 
experience—it’s the only channel that allows you to be on-demand with 
content at-the-ready to aid your buyers throughout the buyer journey. 
Sure, you can send targeted emails, re-target with digital advertising, and 
even send targeted messages with social. But there's a big difference 
between these channels and the web: the former happen when you want 
your buyer to see them, and the latter happens when the buyer wants to see 
them. Self-discovery is key here — it’s pull vs. push.

In other words, while marketers can push out messaging and content to 
buyers, how do you respond when buyers seek information on their own? 
Content personalization enables you to serve buyer needs in their time. 

Experiences are the intersection of content, navigation, user interface 
features, visual design, or specific functionality delivered to an audience and 
triggered by specific behaviors, known data points or a combination thereof. 

When planning experiences, it’s important to consider the following:

What does the buying journey look like for each audience?

What will it consist of?

When should we deliver it?

What needs to happen in order to trigger this experience?

If so, have all influential personas been accounted for?

Do we need to account for multiple stakeholders within a single 

organization?

Does industry, geo-location, referrer, role/title or account play a role in 

defining what content or experience is delivered? 

Specific content, including narrative shifts or content tilts

Lead score change

Specific behavior, such as download, opt-in, information 
request, email response, PPC event, change of status in 
CRM, site visit from specific locale, etc.

Next steps for each stage in the journey

Visual changes to affect the hierarchy of the page and 
make sure your content is discovered

Functionality changes, such as interactive content and navigation

Offers or incentives
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As you get more sophisticated in your understanding of your buyer and their 
journey, you can move from broad strokes and begin to focus specifically on 
your buyer personas, using experiences to create a continuum of experiences 
that facilitates the buyer journey. 

B2B marketing strategist and author of Digital Relevance: Developing 
Marketing Content and Strategies that Drive Results, Ardath Albee describes 
a continuum this way:

There are different approaches you can take when 

considering how best to use Content Personalization:

One easy way to start is to go broad, but shallow. Use industry, locale, 
account-specific content, or any other broadly-specific data point to add a 
tilt to otherwise generic content. For example, tailor your "about" page, 
position the products or solutions you provide, or filter your news, press 
release, and blog articles for industry-specific content. Make how you talk 
about things in general relevant to your specific audience. In short, add a 
“content-tilt” to add context that makes it personal by being relevant to each 
audience specifically.

This allows you to begin smaller by leveraging existing content, not creating 
new content or worrying about how well your content is mapped to the 
buyer and their decision journey just yet. It's important to do something 
rather nothing, so this can be a great place to start.

Of course, neither of these is mutually exclusive. You should use your journey 
maps to help you decide your best approach. The approaches can also be 
used in combination to deliver relevance sooner rather than later, depending 
on the technology available.

A B2B marketing continuum is about building momentum by 
having a conversation with buyers. If you think about how a 
conversation works, it is in a Q&A format. You have to ask 
yourself, “What’s the first thing the buyer needs to know?” Then 
once the buyer knows that, you ask, “What do they ask next? To 
discover all the questions a buyer has during the decision-making 
process, you need to develop a deep understanding of that 
buyer. That is why every marketing continuum should be based 
on buyer personas.

Broad but Shallow

Narrow and Deep
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Content Audit Review and Scoring by 
Unique Relevance
Since you've gone through the process of building your buyer personas 
and journey maps, as well as auditing and mapping your content, 
you should be familiar with the role that each piece content plays 
in the buying journey for each persona. Assuming you’ve created content 
that speaks directly to each persona, the content they engage with will help 
you infer their persona. (See this article to learn several ways to measure 
engagement). And if you can infer which persona a buyer belongs to, then 
you can deliver a relevant content experience that feels personal. 

But to do that, you'll need to take your content audit one step further and 
figure out the following: 

An example of a scoring model to infer persona from specific content might 
look like the following (keep in mind that scoring has to do only with the 
content itself and its unique relevance to the persona it’s scored for, NOT the 
content type.) In this example, a threshold of 100 points infers that an 
anonymous visitor is a member of a specific audience by measuring their 
content consumption of audience-specific content.

Using this model, an anonymous visitor could meet the threshold of 100 
points and be delivered a tailored content experience by consuming the 
following content:

Alternatively, we could create a supplemental rule that accounts for less 
content for a specific stage, but includes the consumption of content in the 
next stage, pulling the user through the buyer’s journey dynamically.

How "uniquely relevant" is your  content to specific personas? i.e. 

How much content do you have that is simply not relevant to 

any other personas, but is valuable for one persona specifically? 

Link to audience-specific portal — 75 Points

e-Book — 25 Points

Case Study — 15 Points

Webinar — 25 Points

Infographic — 15 Points

Whitepaper — 25 Points

Blog Post — 10 Points

How much of this uniquely relevant content would someone 

need to consume for you to feel confident an anonymous visitor 

is one of your personas?

Whitepaper
25 Points

Case Study
15 Points

6 Blog Posts
60 Points

100
Points
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Mapping Content to Each Experience
Once you've audited and scored your content by unique relevance for each 
persona, you can begin mapping content to each experience. To do this, first 
decide which regions within specific sections or pages within your site you'd 
like to make available for targeted content, and then map your content 
according to priority and goals. 

Again, if you've gone through the strategic content planning process, this 
should be relatively painless. The big questions to answer are: 

Keep in mind that each buyer's journey may mean they enter your site from a 
bookmark in their browser,  or from a search result, even though they may 
have visited your site before. Because of this, make sure to account for 
content targeting beyond your homepage (although your homepage can be 
a great place to start as it usually pretty modular).

What is the next appropriate step?

Is there anything that may have missed in the previous stage that 

might be helpful?

Is there related content that would be helpful for them to have?

Which content is important for them to have at this stage in their journey?

What does this persona need to know right now?

Google
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Defining Experience Triggers
Once all content and other details of an experience have been mapped, the 
next step is to define what will ultimately trigger the delivery of each 
experience to each persona. You’ll need to create a "before and after" 
moment that will clearly place your audience into the next experience. This 
doesn't have to be a dramatic shift of experience—it can be as subtle as is 
appropriate—but defining this trigger should be based on the buyer’s journey 
and what you know about each of your buyer personas at each stage. 

For instance, based on your journey maps, you know that buyer persona Ted 
has specific needs and content preferences at the second stage of his 
persona’s journey. You need to ask the question, "What do we know about 
Ted at this point, or what can we know about Ted, to feel confident that he's 
ready for this next step in his journey?” 

There’s data you can collect to answer this question: 

The following are examples of the type of data helpful at specific states or 
stages, and can help frame your approach:

Third-Party Data: If you have access to any other data sources, what can they 

tell you about Ted? Are there any specific data points that would make sense 

to use in a lead scoring model or trigger specific experiences?

Channel Data: Where did he come from? Did Ted click through from a social 

channel, a competitor's site, a partner's site, search, email, a link shared by a 

colleague, PPC, re-targeting or another inbound source? Is he coming from an 

organization that fits your ideal customer profile or has been f;lagged by sales 

as a target account?

Behavioral Data: What did he consume? Has he been here before? Do his 

content consumption habits align with what you know about him so far?

Before you even know who someone is, you can use targeted and uniquely 
valuable content to infer if someone is a persona by measuring engagement. 
Measuring engagement can be tricky, and certainly not fail-safe, but it is very 
effective if your content strategy is firing on all cylinders. If someone has 
consumed enough persona-specific or other types of content, you can feel 
confident that they're a part of a specific audience, so you can continue to 
nurture their interest and give them next steps to help accelerate their 
journey. With the right technology, you can even begin to use the various 
data points listed above, including leveraging account-based marketing to 
target multiple individuals at the same organization. 

Inferred (Anonymous Visitor)
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Educational blogs from vendors and influencers

Educational infographics and ebooks

Educational webinars, especially those that feature customer success stories

Influencer articles

Recommended Content for this stage includes: 

Transitioning leads from “Inferred” to “Early” is one of the easiest, relatively 
speaking and respective of conversion rate,  because it involves a concrete 
step— form submission and official contact creation within your marketing 
database. 

One benefit of having an email address is that you can now tag any links you 
send with a unique parameter that can trigger a specific experience for an 
audience or account if the link in the email is shared.

Problem definition

Business justification that it’s worth evaluating possible solutions to address the issue

Peer examples of addressing the issue

Common buyer needs at this stage include:

Business and financial justification that it’s worth employing 
a solution

Solution requirements/Solution benefits of various solutions

Solution unique value proposition/ solution comparisons

Vendor viability

Relevant vendor experience

Common buyer needs at this stage include:

Early Stage

Mid Stage leads can be a little more difficult because we have 
to measure buyer intent via engagement and overall content 
consumption patterns. And if we can do this across a couple 
of channels (web & email), even better. While Content 
Personalization Platforms should be able to handle this, lead 
scoring within Marketing Automation Platforms can help provide 
a clearer picture, and can play a big role in the transition to and 
from the Mid Stage. For example, you can score leads based on 
a variety of data points beyond web behavior and content 
consumption to include email, or any other data your marketing 
automation platform can track, such as annual revenue, number of 
employees, technology used, and more to trigger an experience. 

Mid Stage



Like the Mid Stage, transitioning a lead into the Late Stage will need to use a 
scoring model to measure engagement — and maturity. If ourt goal is to 
educate, as well as engage, we need to know that they’re ready to take that 
next step. When possible, the sales team should update lead data to further 
inform our understanding of prospects and where they are in their journey. 
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Late Stage

Common buyer needs at this stage include:

Finance and IT buy-in

Pricing options and TCO

Vendor viability  

Solution fit

Vendor solution proof points (case studies, references, pilots)  

Cross-functional alignment

Vendor support capabilities

Recommended Content for this stage includes: 

Feature/function comparisons

Live video demos or tutorials

Customer case studies

Customer reference calls

Data sheets

TCO calculation

ROI calculators

Presentations by vendor finalists

Recommended Content for this stage includes: 

Customer testimonials

Use case briefs and examples

Product webinars

Executive summaries

ROI calculators

Data sheets

Product whitepapers

Feature comparisons

Video demos
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In the descriptions above, we’re making an assumption that the buyer journey always begins at limited 
or no knowledge about the problem your business solves. In reality, this will most certainly not be the case. 
It’s quite likley that your buyer, in many cases, has already done at least some research. When this is the 
case, and with the right technology, we can use a stage scoring system for our content much like we did 
for our personas. By assigning a stage value to content, we can infer that a buyer has already entered 
a specific stage from their content consumption, ensuring they get stage-approriate content.

Knowing someone is a customer or outbound sales contact should 
be easy if you're using a CRM system like Salesforce.com and 
complimentary technologies. 

Based on data such as which products and services they’ve 
purchased, or even how many and what types of conversations 
they've had with sales, you can continue to deliver targeted 
content experiences that drive value, create opportunities
to up-sell and cross-sell, and nurture advocacy. 

Anonymous, but Informed

Additional Considerations

Customer or Outbound Sales Contact



Measuring Success
Since at the end of the day everything we do is tied to specific business 
goals, you need to measure the effectiveness of your content-driven 
experiences. Each stage may have some differences, but generally the goal 
is to generate more revenue, more quickly. Therefore, at each stage you 
should measure, by persona, how many and how quickly your buyers are 
entering and exiting each experience, as well as measure the role your 
content plays. 

For example, let's assume your demand generation is highly effective and 
you're consistently increasing your overall traffic to your site. Based on 
content consumption, how many buyers are entering the "inferred" stage for 
each persona? Is one persona doing better than others? And once you've 
inferred that they're part of a specific audience, how long does it take, on 
average, to convert them to a known contact and move them into the next 
stage? 

Also, which content is attracting, engaging, and converting the most buyers? 
Did content X bring them to the site via social or search, or was content X a 
stop along the way to converting them to a known contact? 

Content scoring can be a useful tool to quickly assess content efficacy by 
providing a single number for each piece of content in your arsenal. 

It works like this: 

If a conversion is worth 100 points, and your conversion happened 
after 12 content touches, then divide 100 by 12 for a score of 8.33 points 
per content touch. But a piece of content that brings in a new buyer 
from search or social should get more credit than waypoint content, 
as should content that converts. Therefore, you should give first touch 
and converting content 15 points each, leaving 60 points to distribute 
to every other content touch or 5 points each for the 10 touches 
in between the first touch and the conversion touch. 

Each piece of content will accumulate points over its lifetime, giving you 
a clear view of which content is performing, which role it performs 
best in and, if you weight it against the total dollar number 
of opportunities closed/won, a dollar amount you can attribute to it. 
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Always Be Improving
Whether you think you're doing well at delivering relevance or not, 
you’d be doing yourself a great disservice if you didn't challenge 
the status quo and try to improve. There is no shortage of information 
about the value of testing and the various methods you can use. 

Interestingly, even with as much discussion as there is, most approaches 
revolve around the idea of testing very discrete elements of an experience, 
even if done in tandem (multivariate testing). In most cases, this means testing 
images, headlines, calls to action and the like in a very transactional way. 

But in order to know whether the content continuum you're creating is 
optimized, you need to look at the sum of its parts, not just the individual 
pieces. And you also need to do it over the long term, not just in a single visit 
to a page. 

When measuring content efficacy, it's important to look at not just the content 
you’re using to create the experience, but also the format, order, arrangement 
and context of all the different aspects of the content experience. 

To do this requires testing the experiences as a whole, for each persona 
and at each stage in the buying journey, over the long term and across 
multiple visits. For example, if you're producing a portfolio of content assets 
from one large "big rock" content pillar (say a whitepaper) and spin off several 
blog posts, an infographic, and a webinar and want to deliver them 
at specific points in the buying journey, how do we know which format, 
and in what order, will produce the best results? A typical B2B buyers’ journey 
lasts several months and possibly a year or more. It’s therefore essential to test 
the whole experience—as the sum of its parts—to optimize the buyer’s journey
—and connect with customers as quickly as is possible. 
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Wrapping it Up—It’s Easier Than You Think
Implementing Content Personalization likely seems more daunting than it 
actually is. But getting started is actually not as complex or time-consuming 
as you may think. Here are some tips to consider: 

B2B buying involves multiple people, each of whom has their own needs, 
concerns, and priorities throughout the purchasing process. Successful 
marketing and selling requires engaging each of these personas in the buying 
group with targeted content experiences relevant to their interests. But this 
can only be done through development of a strategic content plan that 
ultimately ensures your content is valuable to your buyers, and that you have 
the content coverage you need to attract and nurture all personas across all 
journey stages. If you're strategic in your approach, and start out small and 
focused, you’ll start seeing better marketing and sales results.

Start by defining just three targeted experiences—awareness, nurture, and 

loyalty—on your website, before eventually creating more experiences across 

more channels. 

It’s a misconception that content targeting requires a lot of new content 

development. Rather, by taking a strategic approach to content planning 

and targeting that’s based on buyer research, you’ll create less, but more 

valuable content.

Start out small. Buyer personas help you focus on your top priority audiences. 

Begin your content planning and targeting efforts on just one or two key 

personas and gradually move forward from there. 

Use frameworks and processes based on best practices when developing your 

buyer personas, journey maps, and content plan, and you’ll save significant time. 




